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WELCOME to our 15th Annual Bull Sale!
We certainly appreciate all of our customers from this past year and over all of the
years. It is awesome getting to meet new people all of the time and it is just as awesome
and we are very appreciative to have all of our repeat customers and friends. You all are
the ones that keep us striving for the better all the time.
If we told you that we were proud of this set of bulls as well as all the rest of our
2021 calf crop that would be an understatement. Obviously it was pretty descent in
our part of the country raising cattle this year. To say the least, we were blessed as compared to many of our friends in the cattle business around the country. We continue
to raise the bar by setting our goals higher and just expect a lot out of our cow herd. If
they do not work and perform, we simply do not keep them around.
As you can tell by looking at the catalog, by seeing the bulls and as we talk about
our cattle, cow families and maternal values are very important to us. Good looking
cattle with performance are a must. They must be structurally sound, easy fleshing and
be able to work in all aspects of the cattle industry.
Again, these cattle are our life. Your success with a new OHL herd sire is our success.
Thank you in advance for your interest. Please never hesitate to call with any questions
that you may have. Here is to hoping that you have a fantastic 2022 in all that you do.
Wayne and Barb
****We are offering $100 per head off of each lot
if you take them home on sale day!
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Wayne & Barb Ohlrichs
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Guest Consignors ...
DOSTAL
CATTLE
Keith, 402.750.8219
Chris, 402.750.3811
Kurt, 402.649.7915

WATCH & BID

SALE LOCATION ...
OHL Ranch, 55943 East Hwy 275, Norfolk, NE 68701
** Located East of Norfolk on Hwy 275, North side

AUCTIONEER ...
Steve Bonham....................................................405.823.2972

RINGMEN ...
Jeff Aegerter ......................................................402.641.4696
Craig Talkington................................................785.623.1789

SALE CONSULTANTS ...
Kelvin Jorgensen................................................402.366.9475
Ryan Dunklau ..................................................402.369.2025
Jason Hansen ....................................................402.649.0500
Quinton Smola..................................................402.641.3273
Mark Core ........................................................641.780.4937
Dave Stoltz ........................................................402.709.7412
Joe Herr ............................................................641.745.9179

BREED REPRESENTATIVES ...
Blake Nelson, American Maine-Anjou Assoc.....918.441.3433
Dustin Hurlbut, American Chianina Assoc. ......605.380.8052

SPECIAL THANK YOU TO ...
Vet, Dr Del Heftie
Catalog, Designs by Arin
Pictures & Videos, Kyla Fawcett and Derek Vogt
Meal, Lois Bowers and Joan Roberts
Clerking, Roxann Shipps
Sale Day Videos, Kate Siebrandt
FRIENDS and NEIGHBORS all through the year

NOTIFICATIONS ...
Not responsible for accidents. We will follow breeding terms
and conditions of each respective breed association. Current
weights and scrotals will be available on sale day.
**If you are not planning to take your new bull home the day of the
sale, please make arrangements with respective breeder at settlement for bull pickup or delivery.
OHL is retaining the rights to 1/4 semen interests and sales on
all OHL Bulls.

Pictures & Videos will be online at
www.ohlrichs.com & www.SConlinesales.com
2 friday, february 4th

(01)

Royally bred and practicality built is the best way to describe this Blue
Chip son of PVF Lucy 1125. He is a maternal brother to the highly
popular Stagemeyer heifer that was Champion Angus and Supreme
Overall in 2019. You will love the length, growth, soundness and shape
of this critter. Buy with confidence - this is the kind that will make a
difference in just one generation.
BW: 88 lbs.; AWW: 691 lbs.

CORES MR POWER CHIP 63
ID: A63 \ 01.01.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ Angus

EXAR BLUE CHIP 1877B
SIRE: 5T POWER CHIP 4790 (AAA #17956297)
5T MISS WIX 8002
DAM: PVF LUCY 1125 (AAA #17024835)

PVFALL DAY 729
THOMAS LUCY7360
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(02)

A maternally powerful bull that comes with all the looks. His dam is
one of our donor cows and this is her natural calf. He is so smooth
made, deep bodied, good footed and great structured. He still maintains
that extra shot of muscle and power. Truthfully we were hoping this
mating was going to be a heifer to put back in the herd. Folks you get
to reap the benefits - he will make replacement females and bulls. They
will make you money all day long. His dam goes back to the 5001 cow
family from Barry Hageman. Another win-win.
BW: 80 lbs.; AWW: 718 lbs.

4 friday, february 4th

OHL JUST ABOUT ME 4210J
ID: 4210 \ 03.09.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ Angus

EXAR LUTTON 1831
SIRE: PLAINVIEW LUTTON “LUT” (AAA #14819576)
PLAINVIEW PRIDE C123
EXAR BLUE CHIP 1877B
DAM: LAZY H BAR FOREVER LADY 477 (AAA #17937303)
LAZY H BAR FOREVER LADY 5001

(03)

Calving ease bull that literally has all the power in the blood; Insight,
Express, First Class, Lut. He is one stout made, soft built, yet smooth
jointed, good headed bull that would make an incredible choice to breed
heifers to. With a pedigree like this, just think what the replacements
would be like ... 70 pound birth weight - 701 pound weaning weight
and still have performance in the fall when they go across the scale.
There is no question that this bull is a profit maker.
BW: 70 lbs.; AWW: 701 lbs.

OHL JUPITER 9274J
ID: 9274 \ 03.16.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ Angus

SAV BRILLIANCE 8077
SIRE: PVF INSIGHT 0129 (AAA #16805884)
PVF MISSIE 790
CONLEY EXPRESS 7211
DAM: UDE KEYMURA 9077 (AAA #19493047)
SULL KEYMURA’S FIRST 4086
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(04)

This mating just clicks for us whether they are bulls or heifers. A full
brother a year ago topped our sale. This cow family has been the cornerstone of a huge part of our herd. When we get heifers we are pretty hard
pressed to let them go. And the bulls, well they also speak for themselves. Length of body, muscle, soft middled, easy fleshing and smooth
built. This bull is a female maker and a pounds maker. No matter what
breed of cattle you have at home, just reap the benefits.
BW: 91 lbs.; AWW: 715 lbs.

6 friday, february 4th

OHL JUST A DREAM 8118J ET
ID: 8118 \ 03.02.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ Angus

PVF INSIGHT 0129
SIRE: PVF BLACK LIST 7077 (AAA #18944889)
PVF BLACKBIRD 3070
PLAINVIEW LUTTON E102
DAM: OHL ANGEL DUST 417-5 (AAA #18076539)
OHL ANGEL 717-1

(05)

AND the Thunder Rolls. His dam is a daughter of the great Red
Thunder cow out of the Udell program. Our Icon sired cattle have been
impressive all year. It has not mattered if they are bulls or heifers. We
knew we had a special one born way last spring when this one got dried
off and up and sucking. This bull has all the body, and the hip and an
awesome structure. As a bonus for anyone wanting to raise steers,
incredibly hairy and an awesome pedigree to produce the great ones.
With all the power this bull has he is so smooth jointed and great in his
shoulder. If you are wanting to raise high dollar show steers or heifers
just let this bull roll you right on to the next level.
BW: 94 lbs.; AWW: 672 lbs.

OHL JIMENEZ 7254J
ID: 7254 \ 03.13.2021 \ Polled \ White Spot \ 37.5% Maine & 3.7% Chi

SIRE: DUEL ICON (AMAA #502063)

BOE EPIC
DUEL WORRY NOT 4303B

SILVEIRAS STYLE 9303
DAM: UDE FOXXY 723E ET (ACA #394739)
JSUL RED THUNDER 9051W
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(06)

OHL JILLIONAIRE 7243J
ID: 7243 \ 03.10.2021 \ Polled \ BWF \ 25% Sim & 50% Maine

BOE EPIC
When you watch the video of this bull, you can probably feel the
SIRE: DUEL ICON (AMAA #502063)
ground shake right through the computer. That is the kind of authority
DUEL WORRY NOT 4303B
this bull moves with. There is no fluff or puff at all, what you see is exactly
JF MILESTONE 999W
what you get. That pretty much tells you that there is a lot of bull to this DAM: MORE LITTLE GORGEOUS 43E
(ASA #3335058) (AMAA #482674)
rascal. With an adjusted weaning weight of 876# and his real weight on
MOORE TOTALLY GORGEOUS
November 4th reading 969# at the scale is more than impressive. This bull
has the body and the power and the look and is so smooth made. Ones like this do not come around very often. Another plus is his pedigree
that reads Milestone, Total Recall, Sooner. Keep all the heifers and enjoy the profits as the steer calves go across the scale in the fall. Good
BEEF all the way.
BW: 91 lbs.; AWW: 867 lbs.

8 friday, february 4th

(07)

OHL BACK ROADS 7140J
ID: 7140 \ 03.28.2021 \ Polled \ BWF \ 50% Sim

W/C BANKROLL 811D
This picture just speaks for itself. We can go on and on describing Back
SIRE: W/C ROUND UP F1023 (ASA #3800079)
Roads. The easiest way is to just say that he is special. No matter what breed
EXAR RITA 5406
or what percentage they are, ones made like this do not come along very
CARD UPROAR 614B
often. The unique thing is that it was not just one day that we said who is DAM: OHL EXCUSE ME 7140E (ASA #3354067)
that or where did that one come from? Back Roads has been there right
D M MEMORY 678
from the get go. Make a list of everything you want in a bull. Literally and
truthfully he will check all the boxes twice. His granddam was around our place for many years. His dam is in the prime of her life and has
not missed yet, bull or heifer. As the saying goes and we believe whole heartedly “”The power is in the blood”“. There just so happens to be
power genetically and phenotypically.
BW: 92 lbs.; AWW: 830 lbs.
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(08)

OHL JOE COOL 7246J
ID: 7246 \ 04.09.2021 \ Polled \ BWF \ 25% Sim, 25% Maine & 50% Angus

W/C BANKROLL 811D
You do not have to look twice, this bull just has that extra cool look to
SIRE: W/C ROUND UP F1023 (ASA #3800079)
him and in a powerful genetic package. If you want to make a set of
EXAR RITA 5406
females that would envy all of your neighbors and then have a set of good
SILVEIRAS STYLE 9303
baldies that would be in hot demand, take this bull home to your cows. DAM: BBR EXCLUSIVE 771E ET (AMAA #481257)
WCC ERICA 36R
There is no doubt in our minds that he would be the one to get it done.
Not only is he so cool marked, he has all the other parts and pieces that
make him a complete package. A long extended front end, depth of body and is awesome on the move. His pedigree speaks for itself.
BW: 93 lbs.; AWW: 793 lbs.

10 friday, february 4th

(09)

(10)
(09)

OHL JEOPARDY 6249J
ID: 6249 \ 03.31.2021 \ Polled \ BWF \ 50% Sim & 50% Angus

W/C BANKROLL 811D
SIRE: W/C ROUND UP F1023 (ASA #3800079)
EXAR RITA 5406
MR HOC BROKER
DAM: J6RA TINGE 6546D (ASA #3283518)
GF EVENING TINGE 1X

This is an impressive fact about our Round Up bull calves; average
adjusted weaning weight was 794# on them this fall. Impressive as
that is, this bull beat the average. Then add his impressive mother, not
only did Brooke have an incredible show career for Sara Sullivan but
she has been an awesome donor for us. There are 10 bulls in this sale
alone not to forget about all the heifers we have sold. This is her natural calf. When we talk about Brooke and her maternal power, she
definitely has proof for it. Depth of body, easy fleshing, muscle and
maternal in a good looking package. This bull is that and more.
BW: 88 lbs.; AWW: 813 lbs.

(10)

OHL JUST RIGHT 6253J
ID: 6253 \ 03.20.2021 \ Polled \ BWF \ 50% Sim & 50% Angus

W/C BANKROLL 811D
SIRE: W/C ROUND UP F1023 (ASA #3800079)
EXAR RITA 5406
SILVEIRAS WATCH OUT 0514
DAM: GONSIOR WATCH4 INDY D097 (ASA #3207722)
KA TCF INDEPENDENCE S30L

When you get a bull that is built like this and weans off heavy like
he did and then as we anxiously await to walk him across the scale just
before sale day and see how well he has performed, well let us just say
that we are proud that he carries the OHL prefix and we raised that
one. We could go down the list as to everything we want in a bull but
the easiest way to put it, he checks ALL the boxes.
BW: 89 lbs.; AWW: 885 lbs.
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(11)

OHL JIMMY JOHN 6241J
ID: 6241 \ 04.03.2021 \ Polled \ BWF \ 50% Simmental & 50% Angus

W/C BANKROLL 811D
SIRE: W/C ROUND UP F1023 (ASA #3800079)
EXAR RITA 5406
DAM: MS SMITH 670 (ASA #3464740)

W/C LOADED UP 1119Y
X70

You may ask why in the world would anyone keep April bulls and
then try to sell them the first of February. Our answer would be that
when we have a genetic package consisting of Loaded Up, Bankroll
and Insight and then they are put together in an ultra cool package as
he is ... we just want to share him with other cattlemen. This bull is
good. Structure, body, muscle and maternal all in one package. There
is really only one thing we would like to change about him and that
would be to have him one month older.
BW: 84 lbs.; AWW: 667 lbs.

(12)

OHL J RADAR 917-2J
ID: 917-2 \ 03.22.2021 \ Polled \ BWF \ 25% Simmental & 9.5% Chi

W/C BANKROLL 811D
SIRE: W/C ROUND UP F1023 (ASA #3800079)
EXAR RITA 5406
RHSC HOTROD 827J 2CA
DAM: OHL HOT CHICK 9172W (ACA #345033)
OHL PARTY DOLL 4172P

Take a good look here if you want growth, performance and
longevity. This bull had an actual weaning weight of 887# coming
right off of his tweleve-year-old dam. This cow still has what it takes
and will have her next calf in March. He is as long spined as they
come, made with an extra shot of muscle and no doubt there is maternal bred right in. Let him max out the hybrid vigor in your next calf
crop and have more pounds.
BW: 90 lbs.; AWW: 833 lbs.

OHL JIG JAG 274J
13
( )

ID: 274 \ 03.13.2021 \ Polled \ BWF \ 25% Simmental & 8.7% Chi

W/C BANKROLL 811D
SIRE: W/C ROUND UP F1023 (ASA #3800079)
EXAR RITA 5406
RHSC HOTROD 827J 2CA
DAM: OHL FIDDLE FADDLE 274Z (ACA #364043)
FBF EAGLE SCOUT 547J 1CA

We have been doing this for awhile and it flat works. To get the
most performance and still maintain awesome maternal power we put
percentage Simmy bulls on low percent Chi cows. Hybrid vigor at
best and just watch them grow. A deep bodied bull with extra length
of side. At tweleve-years-old his dam still has a beautiful udder that
looks like one of a four year old. Imagine what a set of baldy females
he could produce with maternal built right in them.
BW: 87 lbs.; AWW: 728 lbs.

12 friday, february 4th

(14)

Round Up did an absolutely amazing job for us. He produced baldies
with performance and there is certainly lots of maternal behind him. Even
though this bull is younger, his adjusted weaning weight read 806#. He is
really complete and well balanced with all the eye appeal you could ask for.
Starting at the ground he is built right with movement that is second to
none. Real combination bull of maternal and pounds.
BW: 91 lbs.; AWW: 806 lbs.

OHL JUSTICE 7271J
ID: 7271 \ 04.18.2021 \ Polled \ BWF \ 62.5% Simmental

W/C BANKROLL 811D
SIRE: W/C ROUND UP F1023 (ASA #3800079)
EXAR RITA 5406
GONSIOR CHANCES R B80
DAM: GONSIOR ELENA E36 (ASA #3359120)
AJE/HS/MBCC WISTERIA
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(15)

OHL JUST BECAUSE 1J
ID: Lucy \ 03.09.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ 37.5% Simmental

W/C BANKROLL 811D
When Lucy was shown she was Supreme Champion female multiple
SIRE: W/C BANK ROLL 1199F “CHIN STRAP” (ASA #3499527)
times. As cool and as fun as that was, this is just as fun. Last year her bull
EXAR RITA 5406
weighed 895# coming right off of the cow and this year’s bull weighed
BBB WM MAMAS BOY
892# coming right off of the cow. That is impressive, consistancy or call it DAM: DUNK MW LUCY 706E (ASA #3297549)
DUNK LUCY
what you like. We will simply say that momma did her job ‘maternal
power.’ Starting at the ground he is great structured, great in his body
shape and comes with plenty of muscle and with an extra cool look. If you are looking to raise females or bulls or just pounds or all of the
above in a super cool package, we are more than positive this bull can multi task and do it all. In a nut shell this bull is flat good.
BW: 95 lbs.; AWW: 799 lbs.

14 friday, february 4th

(16)
(17)
OHL JUST NOW 6242J
16
( )

ID: 6242 \ 03.06.2021 \ Polled \ BWF \ 50% Simmental & 50% Angus

W/C BANKROLL 811D
SIRE: W/C BANK ROLL 1199F “CHIN STRAP” (ASA #34995270)
EXAR RITA 5406
BUSHS UNBELIEVABLE 423
DAM: RUBY BRUP MAG LADY 15D (ASA #3134697)
RUBYS MAGNETIC LADY 328A

This double bred half blood has all the genetic power to take your cow herd to
the next level in several ways. Just imagine what replacement females would look
like; deep, soggy and easy fleshing. The bulls mates would certainly be the same. Just
imagine the pounds and the performance you could have as you wean calves off in
the fall. Profit, profit and more profitable. The dam to this bull has a picture perfect
udder and is awesome in terms of structure, super feminine yet does not lack for
muscle either. This bull is going to ring the bell as he goes across the scale to get a
present sale day weight. It is going to be impressive. This bull himself is impressive.
BW: 98 lbs.; AWW: 794 lbs.

OHL JUST SAYIN 6240J
17
( )
ID: 6240 \ 03.05.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ 50% Simmental

W/C BANKROLL 811D
SIRE: W/C BANK ROLL 1199F “CHIN STRAP” (ASA #34995270)
EXAR RITA 5406

TLLC ONE EYED JACK
DAM: AFF MS EYE CANDY (ASA #3206953)
T54
We absolutely love our double bred half blood simmys. You can drive a lot of
miles before you can find them made like this... the body, the muscle, the structure.
You want to know what performance looks like, just look this bull over real close. If
you want to maximize your weights in the fall this bull needs to be one for everyone
to consider. If you want replacement females, make the same consideration. No
question this bull comes as a dual purpose package.
BW: 97 lbs.; AWW: 832 lbs.
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(18)

OHL LRSN JURASSIC ET
ID: Tina \ 03.16.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ 50% Simmental & 25% Maine

YARDLEY UTAH Y361
A couple years back the Scott Larson family from Valentine purchased a
SIRE: W/C RELENTLESS (ASA #3045559)
really cool Maintainer heifer from us for their boys to show and they did
MISS WERNING KP 8543U
quite well with her. This past spring Scott called and said we have two
DADDYS MONEY
heifer calves and a bull calf out of her that we would like you all to take a DAM: OHL FLIRT 8192F (ASA #3748332) (AMAA #495809)
OHL BOOGIE FEVER 4192B
look at. His comment was “I think they are pretty nice.” He was wrong,
he should have said that I think that they are pretty special. This bull is
truly special as were the heifer calves. When you have this amount of performance and phenotype all in one package it is special. Power,
length of body, cool-cool fronted and awesome structured. No matter what breed you own or the environment you live in this Bull is the
Real Deal. Just another note, we have a half sister to his dam in the replacement heifer lot that we said right from the get go that she was
not leaving our place.
BW: 91 lbs.; AWW: 800 lbs.

16 friday, february 4th

(19)
(20)
(19)

OHL JUNGLE GYM 75J ET
ID: TY-75 \ 03.30.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ 75% Sim & 25% Maine

YARDLEY UTAH Y361
SIRE: W/C RELENTLESS (ASA #3045559)
MISS WERNING KP 8543U
MR HOC BROKER
DAM: SIECK PEEK A BOO ET (ASA #3370825) (AMAA #479438)
HAA COUNTESS 359T

Last year we had a full brother to this bull that was an absolute stud at birth and
kept on keepin on. We knew right away we had to flush her. The results are this stud
that is even better than his full brother. We also had two full sisters, one commanded
the price of $25,000 and another at $9,000 in our September sale and in November
another heifer sold at $8,500. Our Peek A Boo donor is an impressive female herself
from the stand point of power, body, foot size, udder quality and good looking. She
passes it all on to every calf she has. No joking folks, if he produces half of what his
dam has at her early age, he is invaluable. Oh, one more thing, did we mention that
his actual weaning weight on November 4th was 808#. For an end of March bull
we are sure pleased.
BW: 86 lbs.; AWW: 765 lbs.

(20)

OHL JUST CHILLIN 4168-1J ET
ID: 4168-1 \ 02.21.2021 \ Polled \ BWF \ 75% Sim & 25% Angus

YARDLEY UTAH Y361
SIRE: W/C RELENTLESS (ASA #3045559)
MISS WERNING KP 8543U
DAM: STORMY 5217 (ASA #3042265)

MR HOC BROKER
MISS ROXY

Yep, Stormy rung the bell again. This may just possibly be the heaviest weaning
weight bull that we have ever raised and he has not quit since then. We can tell you
this right now, his weight going across the scale before sale day is going to be impressive. This is probably the longest bodied bull in the sale. With that comes weight
and that means profit. The female side is equally incredible as a full sister, two years
ago sold for $22,000 and went on to be the Reserve Supreme Female at the Iowa
State Fair FFA show. Structure, foot size, muscle, performance and maternal ability
all in one package. This bull is simply impressive.
BW: 99 lbs.; AWW: 893 lbs.
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(21)
(22)
(21)

OHL JUST ABOUT TIME 6265J
ID: 6265 \ 03.16.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ PB Simmental

YARDLEY UTAH Y361
SIRE: W/C RELENTLESS (ASA #3045559)
MISS WERNING KP 8543U
ELM-MOUND IDT KAYNE A1
DAM: ELM-MOUND KAYNE D272 (ASA #3268979)
ELM-MOUND SH FORCE A190

If you want a powerhouse - this bull forsure is. A soft, soft bodied
bull with a big top and hip to him. He is sound structured and big
footed. His dam has a picture perfect udder and is powerful herself.
Whether you want pounds going across the scale or replacements to
put back in the herd, no question, this is a dual purpose bull.
BW: 89 lbs.; AWW: 719 lbs.

18 friday, february 4th

(22)

OHL JUST LIKE THAT 765J ET
ID: 765 \ 03.09.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ 75% Simm & 25% Angus

YARDLEY UTAH Y361
SIRE: W/C RELENTLESS (ASA #3045559)
MISS WERNING KP 8543U
DAM: STORMY 5217 (ASA #3042265)

MR HOC BROKER
MISS ROXY

Stormy cow can just get it done. No there is no fluff or puff but this
bull is a high quality genetic package. A really smooth made, well balanced bull with plenty of body and hip. A full brother in the sale is
ranch tag 4168-1. There is no doubt that if you are looking for a bull
to make awesome replacements, take this bull home with confidence,
he will make them all day long.
BW: 90 lbs.; AWW: 709 lbs.

(23)

(24)
OHL JOHNNY BE GOOD 46J
23
( )
OHL JOHN BOY 22J ET
(24)
ID: 46D \ 03.30.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ 75% Simm & 25% Angus

ID: 0220 \ 04.21.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ 75% Simm & 25% Angus

YARDLEY UTAH Y361
SIRE: W/C RELENTLESS (ASA #3045559)
MISS WERNING KP 8543U
MR HOC BROKER
DAM: J6RA TINGE 6546D (ASA #3283518)
GF EVENING TINGE 1X

As we have said through out this catalog, Brooke just keeps on getting it done no matter what we mate her to whether it be bulls or
heifers. These bulls have absolutely exploded since weaning. Even
though the 0220 bull is younger he has the same build as his two older
brothers. They are soft made, easy fleshing bulls. Honestly they are
about peas in a pod. We have had several heifers bring north of the
$10,000 mark. Whether you buy one or all three you will not be
wrong. These bulls will make an incredible set of females.
LOT 23 - BW: 87 lbs.; AWW: 691 lbs.
LOT 24 - BW: 85 lbs.; AWW: 643 lbs.
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(25)

As we have said through out this catalog, Brooke just keeps on getting
it done no matter what we mate her to whether it be bulls or heifers.
These bulls have absolutely exploded since weaning. Even though the
0220 bull is younger he has the same build as his two older brothers.
They are soft made, easy fleshing bulls. Honestly they are about peas in
a pod. We have had several heifers bring north of the $10,000 mark.
Whether you buy one or all three you will not be wrong. These bulls will
make an incredible set of females.
BW: 88 lbs.; AWW: 688 lbs.

20 friday, february 4th

OHL JOHNNY DODGE 104J ET
ID: 104B \ 03.30.2021 \ Polled \ BWF \ 75% Sim & 25% Angus

YARDLEY UTAH Y361
SIRE: W/C RELENTLESS (ASA #3045559)
MISS WERNING KP 8543U
MR HOC BROKER
DAM: J6RA TINGE 6546D (ASA #3283518)
GF EVENING TINGE 1X

(26)

Our first calf heifers absolutely hit it out of the park this year. Calving
ease, performance and maternal. 53# birth weight and 710# weaning
weight. That is impressive. The build of this bull is equally impressive.
Good headed, smooth shouldered and super well balanced. He is an
impressive calving ease bull with a little white on his head. Just imagine
what a set of brockle face calves out of your first calf heifers would be
worth.
BW: 53 lbs.; AWW: 710 lbs.

OHL JAY WALKIN 9287J
ID: 9287 \ 03.03.2021 \ Polled \ White Spot \ 62.5% Simm & 37.5% Angus

BAR CK NO EQUAL 4118B
SIRE: BAR C K 4118B 8102F (ASA #3519058)
BAR CK MS 3016A 6018D
REMINGTON LOCK N LOAD 54U
DAM: W/C MISS WERNING G918 (ASA #3729625)
PLATEEMERE QUEENIE 657
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(27)
(28)
(27)

OHL JIGGY 9288J
ID: 9288 \ 03.26.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ 75% Simm & 25% Angus

HOOKS BOZEMAN 8B
SIRE: MR SR 71 RIGHT NOW E1538 (ASA #3325668)
MISS SR C1538
REMINGTON LOCK N LOAD 54U
DAM: W/C MISS WERNING 9136G (ASA #3729743)
OSU EMPRESS 4123

We will be the first ones to tell you that when this calf was first born, we hoped
that he would grow and hopefully get there in the fall. Well, by golly he did that and
more. Folks this is a TRUE calving ease bull that does not give up performance.
With a birth weight of 51# and a weaning weight of 703# on a first calf heifer, that
is getting her job done. Phenotype , he is good headed and smooth made. This bull
will give you return on your first calf heifer crop.
BW: 51 lbs.; AWW: 783 lbs.

22 friday, february 4th

(28)

OHL JIGGER 907-3J
ID: 907-3 \ 03.15.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ 75% Simm & 2.5% Chi

HOOKS BOZEMAN 8B
SIRE: MR SR 71 RIGHT NOW E1538 (ASA #3325668)
MISS SR C1538
SVF STEEL FORCE S701
DAM: OHL GEE WIZ 907-3G (ASA #3647650)
OHL COOL WHIP 307N

This cow family has been around our place for many generations, going back to
our ole reliable Cool Whip cow and beyond. This first calf heifer dam is exactly why.
When they are born with a 59# birth weight and then have a 731# weaning weight
on a first calf heifer ... not too shabby. He has the look and maternal power to go
with it. Our suggestion is to keep every heifer out of this bull and put them back into
the herd. Calving ease, performance, maternal a win, win deal.
BW: 59 lbs.; AWW: 731 lbs.

(29)

(30)
(29)

OHL JESTER 9234-1J
ID: 9234-1J \ 03.12.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ 75% Simm & 25% Angus

W/C UNITED 956Y
SIRE: W/C EXECUTIVE ORDER 8543B (ASA #2900283)
MISS WERNING KP 8543U
RUBY’S CURRENCY 7134E
DAM: OHL GOODNESS GRACIOUS 9234-1G (ASA #3647649)
COWAN’S DOODLE BUG 203D

What a stacked pedigree this calving ease bull has. Executive Order, Currency,
Broker, Total Recall. That is about as maternal as you can get and in a really cool
looking package. The granddam to this bull was the Supreme Champion Female at
the Nebraska State Fair Open Show in 2017 and then made her way to the donor
pen after just her first calf. With a 70# birth weight, a 760# weaning weight and
built as cool as this guy is, wowza. The heifer calves should be incredible replacement heifers and the bull calves would have extra pounds. You could even have a
great chance of raising another calving ease bull. There is no question, he is out of
one of our top cow families.
BW: 70 lbs.; AWW: 760 lbs.

(30)

OHL JENKINS 907-1J
ID: 907-1 \ 03.21.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ 62.5% Simm & 1.2% Chi

W/C UNITED 956Y
SIRE: W/C EXECUTIVE ORDER 8543B (ASA #2900283)
MISS WERNING KP 8543U
MR HOC BROKER
DAM: OHL GIRL ON FIRE 907-1G (ASA #3647641)
OHL CANDY APPLE 5047C

Here is our 07 cow family (Cool Whip) again. There are five bulls in the sale that
are out of this cow family. They are just consistant and predictable. His dam, a first
calf heifer flat got it done weaning him off at 809#. The maternal power and the
performance in his pedigree will make this bull a cheap investment at any price.
BW: 88 lbs.; AWW: 809 lbs.
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(31)
(32)
(31)

OHL JUST A SPLASH 9187J
ID: 9187 \ 03.07.2021 \ Polled \ White Spot \ 50% Maine

BSC SIMPLICITY 44G
SIRE: KBSC SIMPLIFY 22C (AMAA #457093)
AGH IRISH CREAM
LLW CARD WHISKEY BOY 77A
DAM: OHL GIRL TALK 9187G (ASA #3647653)
OHL HEAVEN SCENT 817-1U

WOW is all we could say this past fall when we run this one across the scale at
864#. On a first calf heifer that does not happen every day. Another cow family
that has been around for several generations and he is why. Performance, performance, performance and a whole lot of maternal. If you need to add the extra length
of body and still have his power and the muscle shape of his top and rear quarter,
this one will do it.
BW: 88 lbs.; AWW: 864 lbs.

24 friday, february 4th

(32)

OHL JUST FLASHY 8283J
ID: 8283 \ 03.07.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ 50% Maine & 3.4% Chi

BSC SIMPLICITY 44G
SIRE: KBSC SIMPLIFY 22C (AMAA #457093)
AGH IRISH CREAM
WLFF FRANCIS 050X
DAM: WLFF FREYA 8283 (ACA #407989)
WLFF CRIMSON LADY 918C

We could not have asked for this female to do much more than she did right out
of the gate. This bull is just flat cool. Power, body, killer front end and most importantly performance. 787# at weaning time is impressive on a first calver. If you are
wanting to make show heifers, replacement heifers and add pounds to your calf crop
- here he is. Oh did we mention that his mother has a picture perfect udder. We
would keep all the daughters out of this one.
BW: 76 lbs.; AWW: 787 lbs.

(33)
(34)
(33)

OHL JAW BREAKER 9275J
ID: 9275 \ 03.11.2021 \ Scurred \ Black \ 62% Maine & 37% Angus

BSC SIMPLICITY 44G
SIRE: KBSC SIMPLIFY 22C (AMAA #457093)
AGH IRISH CREAM
PVF BLACK LIST 7077
DAM: BBR GIRL TALK 1278G (AMAA #504647)
BBR MORGAN 1278Z

This bull is just really complete being smooth jointed, well balanced and good
headed. He comes with performance and a really cool look to him. He started out
with a 62# birth weight and weaned off with an adjusted weaning weight of 714#
out of a first calf heifer. This one has all the makings of being a great calving ease
sire.
BW: 62 lbs.; AWW: 714 lbs.

(34)

OHL JABBER JAW 9286J
ID: 9286 \ 03.05.2021 \ Scurred \ Black \ 50% Maine & 2.48% Chi

BSC SIMPLICITY 44G
SIRE: KBSC SIMPLIFY 22C (AMAA #457093)
AGH IRISH CREAM
TIGER WOODS
DAM: WLFF GEMMA 9286 (ACA #407987)
WLFF WILD CARD

This bull would be another great choice for a calving ease sire as smooth made as
he is. His mother has a picture perfect udder and we are anxious to see what she produces in the future. We expect great results to come from her. The daughters out of
this bull could sure go right to the keeper pen. His dam was a first calf heifer.
BW: 75 lbs.; AWW: 651 lbs.
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(35)
(36)
(35)

OHL JACKSON 5239J
ID: 5239 \ 03.11.2021 \ Scurred \ Black \ 50% Maine & 2.25% Chi

BPF MERCEDES BENZ
SIRE: NMC MATERNAL MADE (AMAA #459900) (ACA #389321)
NMR 0-04X
OHL NEXT TO HEAVEN 17Z
DAM: YARDLEY CUPCAKE C228 (AMAA #462047)
MISS YARDLEY X51

You want to talk about a bull that has exploded since weaning, this
bull has. His dam is sired by a purebred Angus bull that we sold to
Yardley’s a few years ago and he was out of our Heaven cow family.
Wow what a job she has done over the past few years and including
this bull. He is huge bodied, great structured and smooth made. The
Maternal Mades have made a huge impact in the cattle business. This
bull is bred and built to carry on the tradition.
BW: 98 lbs.; AWW: 665 lbs.

26 friday, february 4th

(36)

OHL JETSON 48J ET
ID: 48 \ 03.20.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ 62% Simmental & 5% Chi

CNS DREAM ON L186
SIRE: SVF STEEL FORCE S701 (ASA #2340262)
SVF SHEZA BEAUTY L901
WHIPLASH
DAM: OHL COOL WHIP 307N (ASA #2633868) (ACA #300493)
OHL BUBBLES 807H 1CA

For many years Cool Whip was a cornerstone female here at the
OHL and with ALL good reason. She clicked to anything we bred her
to. There are several daughters and granddaughter in our herd that are
carrying on all the good that she did. Steel Force was one of the most
exciting matings we did. This bull has a big square hip, big footed and
is athletic on the move. An easy fleshing dude as have been all the
Cool Whip progeny. You want a female maker, he will get it done. You
want heavier weaning weights in the fall, he will do that also.
BW: 92 lbs.; AWW: 620 lbs.

(37)

Wow, what a flush. As we said before, Brooke has ten bulls in the sale
and as you can tell, there is good in all the matings. These four full
brothers, no question, like begets like. You just have to sort through
them as to what fits your program. If you want to add some eye appeal,
muscle, body, and maternal power that all comes in one package to your
next calf crop, here the bulls are. As a bonus, they are all good haired.
Their structure is flawless and these bulls would adapt to any environment.
BW: 84 lbs.; AWW: 722 lbs.

OHL JUST A SECOND 75-1J ET
ID: 75Z \ 03.30.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ 75% Simm & 25% Angus

SIRE: GPS FOCUS (ASA #3485396)

MR CCF 20-20
WAGR DIAMOND 10D

MR HOC BROKER
DAM: J6RA TINGE 6546D (ASA #3283518)
GF EVENING TINGE 1X
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(38)

Wow, what a flush. As we said before, Brooke has ten bulls in the sale
and as you can tell, there is good in all the matings. These four full
brothers, no question, like begets like. You just have to sort through
them as to what fits your program. If you want to add some eye appeal,
muscle, body, and maternal power that all comes in one package to your
next calf crop, here the bulls are. As a bonus, they are all good haired.
Their structure is flawless and these bulls would adapt to any environment.
BW: 89 lbs.; AWW: 667 lbs.

28 friday, february 4th

OHL JUST A MOMENT 35J ET
ID: TX-35 \ 04.01.2021 \ Polled \ White STar \ 75% Simm & 25% Angus

SIRE: GPS FOCUS (ASA #3485396)

MR CCF 20-20
WAGR DIAMOND 10D

MR HOC BROKER
DAM: J6RA TINGE 6546D (ASA #3283518)
GF EVENING TINGE 1X

(39)
(40)
(39)
(40)

OHL JUST A MINUTE 47J ET
ID: TX-47 \ 03.30.2021 \ Polled \ BWF \ 75% Simm & 25% Angus

OHL JUST IN CASE 102J ET
ID: B102 \ 04.01.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ 75% Simm & 25% Angus

SIRE: GPS FOCUS (ASA #3485396)

MR CCF 20-20
WAGR DIAMOND 10D

MR HOC BROKER
DAM: J6RA TINGE 6546D (ASA #3283518)
GF EVENING TINGE 1X

Wow, what a flush. As we said before, Brooke has ten bulls in the
sale and as you can tell, there is good in all the matings. These four
full brothers, no question, like begets like. You just have to sort
through them as to what fits your program. If you want to add some
eye appeal, muscle, body, and maternal power that all comes in one
package to your next calf crop, here the bulls are. As a bonus, they are
all good haired. Their structure is flawless and these bulls would adapt
to any environment.
Lot 39 - BW: 88 lbs.; AWW: 733 lbs.
Lot 40 - BW: 84 lbs.; AWW: 663 lbs.
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(41)

We bought the dam to this cow several years back from Brad Smith
and she simply has produced good ones year after year. Sadly we had to
sell her this fall as she somehow got injured and that would be the reason
this bull was just a little behind at weaning. But wow has he exploded
since then. This blaze faced bull is about as deep and soggy as they come
with muscle and power from behind. Just think of what a herd of blaze
faced females built as deep as this guy would look like. It would be name
your price and they would be in hot demand. This bull is good stock.
BW: 88 lbs.; AWW: 662 lbs.

30 friday, february 4th

OHL JAGGER 4236J
ID: 4236 \ 03.28.2021 \ Scurred \ BWF \ 63% Maine & 37.5% Angus

YARDLEY UTAH Y361
SIRE: W/C PASS WORD (ASA #3336324)
MISS WERNING KP 8543U
DAM: AFF CLARA (ASA #3463575)

GCC GOLD STANDARD X615
MISS 506U

(42)
(43)
(42)

OHL JUNK YARD 417-5J
ID: 417-5 \ 03.31.2021 \ Scurred \ Black \ 50% Simmental & 50% Angus

YARDLEY UTAH Y361
SIRE: W/C PASS WORD (ASA #3336324)
MISS WERNING KP 8543U
PLAINVIEW LUTTON E102
DAM: OHL ANGEL DUST 417-5 (AAA #18076539)
OHL ANGEL 717-1

This bull is a natural calf out of one of our donor cows. The Black List sired bull
in the front of the catalog is also an embryo calf out of the same cow. Her natural
calf last year was sired by Primo and went to Sullivan Farms in Iowa. Needless to say
this female has simply worked no matter what way she has been mated. Our first
Pass Word females calved last spring, wow what a job they did. This bull is a descendant of our Heaven cow family and if you are looking for body, muscle, performance and maternal - no question, this bull will get it done. The power is in the
blood.
BW: 84 lbs.; AWW: 769 lbs.

(43)

OHL JAGUAR 4232J
ID: 4232 \ 03.26.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ PB Simmental

YARDLEY UTAH Y361
SIRE: W/C PASS WORD (ASA #3336324)
MISS WERNING KP 8543U
SVF STEEL FORCE S701
DAM: GEORGIA BABY DOLL 466B (ASA #2967042)
PARTISOVER BARBIE 131X

We do not have many purebred simmys in the sale but the ones we do have we
are excited about. The dam to this bull is absolutely a no miss cow no matter if she
has a bull or heifer. Our Steel Force cows get it done year after year. This bull is simply powerful from end to end. Deep bodied, big hipped and big topped and lays
into his shoulder real smooth. There is no doubt in our mind that this one will make
a cool set of half bloods. The heifer calves out of him could be incredible replacements. Not too shabby on his adj weaning weight either at 805#. His actual weight
on November 4th was 864#.
BW: 91 lbs.; AWW: 805 lbs.
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(44)
(45)
(44)

OHL JASPER 8257J
ID: 8257 \ 04.24.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ 50% Sim & 50% Angus

YARDLEY UTAH Y361
SIRE: W/C PASS WORD (ASA #3336324)
MISS WERNING KP 8543U

(45)

OHL JUST IN TIME 8256J
ID: 8256 \ 04.29.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ 50% Sim & 50% Angus

YARDLEY UTAH Y361
SIRE: W/C PASS WORD (ASA #3336324)
MISS WERNING KP 8543U

COLBURN PRIMO 5153
DAM: LAZY H BAR FOREVER LADY 864 (AAA #19175899)
LAZY H BAR FOREVER LADY 971

S&R ROUNDTABLE J328
DAM: LAZY H BAR FOREVER LADY 881 (AAA #19175901)
LAZY H BAR FOREVER LADY 319

Our Password cattle absolutely just continue to impress us. Even
though he is a little younger, with the performance this bull has he
will be ready to roll come breeding season. This bull has so much body
and is made with plenty of muscle as well as being very athletic on the
move. The females out of this guy would be incredible. Just because
he is a little younger do not over look him.
BW: 83 lbs.; AWW: 755 lbs.

No matter what we mate Pass Word to breed wise, he is just consistant. This guy is out of an incredible second calf heifer that we purchased as a heifer calf in Barry Hagemans dispersal sale. This bull has
the body, the structure and the cool look to produce those really cool
show heifers and replacement females and not give up one ounce of
performance. He has been cool from the get go.
BW: 85 lbs.; AWW: 892 lbs.

32 friday, february 4th

(46)

It does not matter if you are in the commercial or purebred cattle
business and you are calving and tagging calves, you are waiting and
then you just know when that special one hits the ground. This is him.
Cool, cool marked, big footed, flawless structure, great bodied, incredible hair, maternal pedigree and power and performance. No question,
we could send this bull anywhere sight unseen and the new owner would
be happy. Simply put, this bull is very special.
BW: 94 lbs.; AWW: 782 lbs.

OHL JEE WIZ 3169J
ID: 3169 \ 04.07.2021 \ Polled \ BWF \ 25% Sim, 12.5% Maine & 4.1% Chi

W/C BANKROLL 811D
SIRE: SGW CARD PATRIOT (ASA #3642999) (ACA #405779)
HIGG ADELE 323A
OHL HOWDY 7141W
DAM: OHL LOOKING GOOD 3169A (AMAA #441841)
WK ARKDALE PRIDE 5064
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(47)

This cow is a frustrating bovine from the stand point that she will not
lay down and have us a heifer calf. We will be the first to tell you that
when she does, it will not be offered for sale. Our disappointment is
your gain. Just look at the body and the hip this bull has and he is so
easy fleshing. Awesome structured and big footed. No matter what part
of the country you are from, what breed you raise, we call this bull an
investment into the future. Raising females, bulls or just the best commercial calves you can, this bull gets 3 stars. Look him over close on sale
day.
BW: 92 lbs.; AWW: 766 lbs.

34 friday, february 4th

OHL JETHRO 207J
ID: 207 \ 03.20.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ 25% Sim & 6.65% Chi

W/C BANKROLL 811D
SIRE: SGW CARD PATRIOT (ASA #3642999) (ACA #405779)
HIGG ADELE 323A
GCC TOTAL RECALL 806T
DAM: OHL TATTLETALE 207Z (ACA #364037)
OHL CRAZY ME 007X

(48)
(49)
(48)

OHL JET STREAM 807J
ID: 807 \ 03.15.2021 \ Polled \ BWF \ 62.5% Simm & 6.65% Chi

W/C BANKROLL 811D
SIRE: SGW CARD PATRIOT (ASA #3642999) (ACA #405779)
HIGG ADELE 323A
FBFS WHEEL MAN 649W
DAM: OHL FAIRY TALE 807F (ASA #3515245)
OHL COOL WHIP 307N

Another cool baldy with performance galore and back out of our
07 cow family. The granddam to this bull is our Cool Whip cow
and she too was another great cornerstone to our program. If you
are looking for a baldy that has style, balance, depth of body, muscle
and great structured ... this one is for you. Along with that comes
maternal and performance.
BW: 95 lbs.; AWW: 779 lbs.

(49)

OHL JET SMOOTH 8280J
ID: 8280 \ 03.14.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ 37.5% Simm & 4.135% Chi

W/C BANKROLL 811D
SIRE: SGW CARD PATRIOT (ASA #3642999) (ACA #405779)
HIGG ADELE 323A
ELM-MOUND/GS LD D340
DAM: GONSIOR FORTIFY F336 (ASA #3525127)
MF EMMA 2340

Just a gool ole meat and potatoes type of bull. Starting from the
ground up, he is structurally built right and is extremely smooth
shouldered and big bodied. This bull is definitely built for the long
haul. Not forgetting to mention that he was only a couple pounds shy
of a 800# weaning weight. There is no doubt that this bull will add
the extra pounds to his calf crop and in turn that is more dollars in
your pocket.
BW: 90 lbs.; AWW: 798 lbs.
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(50)
(51)
(50)

OHL JET AHEAD 6192J
ID: 6192 \ 03.20.2021 \ Scurred \ BWF \ 62.5% Simm & 4.135% Chi

W/C BANKROLL 811D
SIRE: SGW CARD PATRIOT (ASA #3642999) (ACA #405779)
HIGG ADELE 323A
MR TR BOTTOMS UP 4423B
DAM: OHL DA MYSTERY 6192D (ASA #3354055)
SANDEEN LADY 114

My oh my, this cow just keeps on keepin on year after year. When they are built
like this and with this kind of performance - wow. This bull is extremely long bodied
but with lots of rib shape. Big powerful hip but smooth jointed and with a long,
cool front for extra looks. There is no question that this one will make baldies and
his calves will push down on the scale to bring in extra cash at weaning. This bull
has been a favorite all year long.
BW: 90 lbs.; AWW: 829 lbs.

36 friday, february 4th

(51)

OHL JET AIR 209J
ID: 209 \ 04.30.2021 \ Scurred \ BWF \ 25% Simm & 8.395% Chi

W/C BANKROLL 811D
SIRE: SGW CARD PATRIOT (ASA #3642999) (ACA #405779)
HIGG ADELE 323A
OHL DBL OR NOTHING 704-2X
DAM: OHL CMAC BEST FRIEND 209Z (ACA #364042)
OHL LOVER GIRL 209M

Why in the world would anyone keep an end of April bull and then offer him
for sale the first part of February? Simple answer, just look at him. Now the rest of
the story. The only reason he is younger is that his dam is one of our donors and
was flushed later in the spring. She has also produced heifers over $20,000 and bulls
from $7,500 to $10,000 consistently. The dam to this bull was a past show heifer
that we raised and own with the Core family in Iowa. Year after year she never fails
us. This baldy bull is awesome structured, powerful hipped with a big top and still
has softness of body. This is just good beef. And do not forget to notice his 792#
AWW. No fooling, in real life he is impressive. In the picture pen, he was not
impressed.
BW: 98 lbs.; AWW: 792 lbs.

(52)
(53)
(52)

OHL JET SKI 8253J
ID: 8253 \ 04.22.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ 50% Sim & 4.135% Chi

W/C BANKROLL 811D
SIRE: SGW CARD PATRIOT (ASA #3642999) (ACA #405779)
HIGG ADELE 323A
W/C LOCK DOWN 206Z
DAM: OHL FORTUNE TELLER 8253F (ASA #3515238)
GONSIOR WATCH4 INDY D097

We all know that Lock Down has made an impact in the Simmental breed and
then add Bankroll to this dude and it gets more impressive. This double half blood
simmy bull has not stopped from day one. And then weaned off with a 749# adjusted weaning weight. Again, another bull that is made right starting at the ground
with his structure, his softness of body and the right amount of muscle to keep us
all in the beef business. We feel real confident in the set of replacement heifers this
bull could sire and then build a herd around them.
BW: 87 lbs.; AWW: 749 lbs.

(53)

OHL JET ACTION 8260J
ID: 8260 \ 03.31.2021 \ Polled \ BWF \ 50% Sim & 4.135% Chi

W/C BANKROLL 811D
SIRE: SGW CARD PATRIOT (ASA #3642999) (ACA #405779)
HIGG ADELE 323A
DUX CRUSADER
DAM: WICC FEBE 8260F (ASA #3556957)
BUSSMUS WETONKAS ERICA 162

These Patriot sired bulls have been impressive all year long. They were even more
impressive as they went across the scale this past fall. This bull is a double half blood
simmy to help maximize performance and maternal is built in this cow family.
BW: 83 lbs.; AWW: 747 lbs.
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(54)

The only reason that we keep some of these younger bulls is that they
are flat cool and good and they need to reproduce. The 07 cow family
speaks for itself. When you have Steel Force and Bankroll added to the
mix, possibilities are endless. Actually we thought long and hard about
making this one a steer only because of age. He has got the hair, the
structure and the power to be a really good simmy show steer but his
pedigree says lets make some females and reap the benefits.
BW: 95 lbs.; AWW: 653 lbs.

38 friday, february 4th

OHL JET FEVER 607J
ID: 607 \ 04.25.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ 62.5% Sim & 6.65% Chi

W/C BANKROLL 811D
SIRE: SGW CARD PATRIOT (ASA #3642999) (ACA #405779)
HIGG ADELE 323A
SVF STEEL FORCE S701
DAM: OHL DAY BREAK 607D (ASA #3213647) (ACA #386203)
OHL COOL WHIP 307N

(55)
(56)
(55)
(56)

OHL JOLLY RANCHER 3173J ET
ID: 317-3 \ 03.03.2021 \ Polled \ BWF \ 75% Sim & 25% Angus

OHL JOLLY TIME 33J ET
ID: D33 \ 03.11.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ 75% Sim & 25% Angus

W/C LOADED UP 1119Y
SIRE: JASS ON THE MARK (ASA #3210989)
JASS SABLE’S TIME 53X
MR HOC BROKER
DAM: BCC/GS MISS BROKER B733 (ASA #2942586)
ANTHOLZ SATIN PRIDE 733

This pair of bulls have been impressive all summer long and they
have absolutely exploded since weaning. These two bulls are deep
bodied and easy fleshing and come with plenty of muscle. Their
donor dam has been mated this way before and the mating simply
works. With Broker and On The Mark in their pedigrees, the replacement heifer possibilities are endless. There is no question that these
two bulls are maternally bred and have the power to go with them.
Another opportunity to take two full brothers home and turn them
both out together for a consistant calf crop.
Lot 55 - BW: 91 lbs.; AWW: 668 lbs.
Lot 56 - BW: 83 lbs.; AWW: 663 lbs.
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(57)
(58)
(57)

OHL JAMMIN 462-2J
ID: 462-2 \ 03.15.2021 \ Polled \ BWF \ 75% Sim & 25% Angus

W/C LOADED UP 1119Y
SIRE: JASS ON THE MARK (ASA #3210989)
JASS SABLE’S TIME 53X
SVF STEEL FORCE S701
DAM: OHL LOTS OF FUN 462-2B (ASA #2957369)
F A ROSE 925

Our On The Mark sired cattle have treated us very, very well. They are great
milkers, awesome structured and easy fleshing cattle. That is why we mated him to
one of our most consistant cow families and with 100% wanting a heifer - well it
was a 50/50 shot. Good news is that we get to share this genetic package with you.
The heifers out of this bull would be absolutely incredible and very valuable as a set
of baldies.
BW: 92 lbs.; AWW: 668 lbs.

40 friday, february 4th

(58)

OHL JESSIE 22J ET
ID: 22A \ 03.30.2021 \ Polled \ BWF \ 50% Sim & 4.26% Chi

W/C LOADED UP 1119Y
SIRE: JASS ON THE MARK (ASA #3210989)
JASS SABLE’S TIME 53X
OHL DBL OR NOTHING 704-2X
DAM: OHL CMAC BEST FRIEND 209Z (ACA #364042)
OHL LOVER GIRL 209M

This mating has worked time and time again. A couple of years back our high
selling female in our September sale sold at $21,000 and was a full sister. A full
brother brought $9000 in our bull sale this past spring and another full sister went
to the Tyler Melroe family and is making her mark as well. The dam to this bull is
another one of our donor cows that we own with Core Farms in Iowa. No matter
how she has been mated and if they have been bulls or heifers, this cow can produce
well. Starting at the ground, his structure is built right and with body shape, muscle
and performance to follow him. Buy this bull with confidence.
BW: 93 lbs.; AWW: 718 lbs.

(59)
(60)
(59)
(60)

OHL JAMESON 3216J
ID: 3216 \ 03.05.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ 50% Sim & 18.75% Maine

OHL JEFFERSON 3216-1J
ID: Bean \ 03.05.2021 \ Polled \ BWF \ 50% Sim & 18.75% Maine

W/C LOADED UP 1119Y
SIRE: JASS ON THE MARK (ASA #3210989)
JASS SABLE’S TIME 53X
IRISH WHISKEY
DAM: JDH MISS WHISKEY 11A (AMAA #442176)
SH CORA 8235

We all know twins can be somewhat of a pain at times. The baldy
bull was grafted onto another cow but when you bring in these kind
of weaning weights in the fall, you do not mind twins. The dam to
these twins is one of our donor cows that never fails us year after year.
She has worked on all different breeds. If you are needing to add
growth and length of body to your cows these two will get it done.
The proven maternal power is also there to produce incredible
females. Except for the bald face, these two bulls look an aweful lot
alike. Just an idea, these two bulls kept together can pack on a lot of
pounds for your future calf crops. Give them both a try for a win, win
deal.
Lot 59 - BW: 88 lbs.; AWW: 771 lbs.
Lot 60 - BW: 82 lbs.; AWW: 766 lbs.
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(61)
(62)
(61)

OHL JANITOR 3213J
ID: 3213 \ 03.30.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ 50% Simm

PROFIT
SIRE: EC SUPER BOWL 115F (ASA #3509363)
DSFF COUNTESS 4D
DAM: OHL 3213A

SVF STEEL FORCE S701
ANGUS

You want a power house bull to push your weaning weights up to
another level? There is no question this one will get it done. He hit
the ground running this spring and has not quit. We look forward to
putting him across the scale prior to the sale. 835# is what his adjusted
weaning weight read. His mother at eight years old has a picture perfect udder. A win, win deal. Lots of beef here.
BW: 95 lbs.; AWW: 835 lbs.
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(62)

CORES MR GET IT DONE 579
ID: 579G \ 02.23.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ 50% Simm & 50% Angus

MUSGRAVE BIG SKY
SIRE: MUSGRAVE SKY HIGH 1535 (ASA #3151091)
FLAG QUEEN W 00649
SC PAY THE PRICE C11
DAM: CLAC BLACK SATIN 529G (ASA #3592704)
JS BLACK SATIN 9B

The first calf out of an incredible looking and great uddered purebred simmy female. With Broker, Pays To Dream, Steel Force and
Trademark in his maternal genetic tree, combined with the birth
weight advantage that comes from his sire - Cardinal Cattle calving
ease Angus bull “Musgrave Sky High” (13.6 CE and .04 Birth) would
be hard to go wrong with this investment. I think you will agree on
sale day he phenotypically checks all the boxes as well.
BW: 84 lbs.; AWW: 621 lbs.

(63)
(64)
(63)

OHL JURY DUTY 1193J ET
ID: 1193 \ 03.15.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ 75% Simm & 25% Angus

WBF SIGNIFICANT B132
SIRE: RUBY’S CURRENCY (ASA #3282185)
RUBYS JILL 035X
DAM: STORMY 5217 (ASA #3042265)

MR HOC BROKER
MISS ROXY

Pretty much what you see is what you get here and that means you
get a lot of bull with this fella. His actual weight on November 4th
was 914#. Stormy, his dam is a donor cow for us. This bull is long
sided and deep, deep bodied. No questions, this bull is a money maker
and will add pounds to your calf crop. Easy fleshin, easy keeper.
BW: 95 lbs.; AWW: 816 lbs.

(64)

BOY LONG SNAPPER 010J PLD
ID: NT \ 02.15.2021 \ Polled \ White \ PB Charolais

CCC WC LEGISLATOR 5119P ET
SIRE: JVS LONG SNAPPER F39 (CHAR #M924492)
JVS MS ROCKET B67
M&M OUTSIDER 4003 PLD
DAM: BOY BSMT MONTELLA MARIE 623 ET (CHAR #EF1224034)
TR MS MONTELLA 1572Y

622 has been a very consistent cow in Boyert’s Charolais herd. Her
grandmother was a donor as well and one they have built their herd
around. You will not find a generation of cows that have better udder
quality or have more function. This bull, although stout muscular and
high performing, still is backed by some of the most maternal cows in
the breed. High quality bull that can be very versatile in any breeding
program.
BW: 82 lbs.; AWW: 695 lbs.
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(65)
(66)
(65)
(66)

OHL JACK POT 155J ET
ID: 155X \ 03.30.2021 \ Polled \ BWF \ 75% Sim & 25% Angus

OHL JACK IN A BOX 02J ET
ID: TD-02 \ 03.30.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ 75% Sim & 25% Angus

WBF SIGNIFICANT B132
SIRE: RUBY’S CURRENCY (ASA #3282185)
RUBYS JILL 035X
MR HOC BROKER
DAM: J6RA TINGE 6546D (ASA #3283518)
GF EVENING TINGE 1X
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Our J6RA Tinge cow or we call her Brooke has been an amazing
female. We originally purchased her as a bred female from Sullivan
Farms in Iowa and we all know what kind of cattle they have (incredible). Brooke has a total of ten bulls in this sale alone. That does not
include all the heifers we sold this fall out of her. As for these two
bulls, we are very pleased with them. They have the depth and length
of body and with that comes weight and performance. We wish that
they were just a little older to compare their maturity to the older ones
in the sale but they are still made really good. If you are wanting to
make baldies, they can do that. Their mother is a baldy. Replacement
females...no question there - their dam has an incredible udder. These
bulls are bound to take you to the next level.
Lot 65 - BW: 85 lbs.; AWW: 786 lbs.
Lot 66 - BW: 83 lbs.; AWW: 734 lbs.

(67)

This bull has been a favorite since the day he hit the ground. He is
made the way you want them. Stout and powerful, soft and deep in his
rib shape, good at the ground. Sired by the new popular bull, Right
Now, this guy will add pounds to your calf crop and raise your next set
of replacement females. To top it off, he has a great disposition. He is
worth the trip to see in person. If you can’t make it on sale day, feel free
to stop by Dostal Cattle located at 57479 823 Rd Howells, NE 68641
any time before the sale to look at our bulls.
BW: 85 lbs.; AWW: 839 lbs.

DOST RIGHT ANSWER 921J
ID: 047Y \ 03.18.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ 50% Sim & 50% Angus

HOOK’S BOZEMAN 8B
SIRE: MR SR 71 RIGHT NOW E1538
MISS SR C1538
DAM: DOST PRINCESS 047Y

SVF STAR POWER S802
DOST REBA 047
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(68)
(69)
(68)

DOST YELLOWSTONE 12J
ID: 12 \ 01.31.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ 50% Sim & 50% Angus

SIRE: W/C BANKROLL 811D

DAM: EDLE FOREVER LADY 656D

W/C LOADED UP 1119Y
MISS WERNING KP 8543U
PLAINVIEW LUTTON E102
RCL FOREVER LADY 042

This bull is the result of a flush that we thought would work and he proved it.
This guy is a stud. The performance and growth that this bull combines with his
muscle shape, dimension and power is something you don’t find very often. He is
deep bodied, bold ribbed and very flexible off of both ends. We purchased his dam
from RJ Cattle, she is Plainview Lutton daughter that has produced a good one
every year. This bull will be the one you want to turn out on your best cows.
BW: 89 lbs.; AWW: 812 lbs.
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(69)

DOST RIGHT CHOICE 183J
ID: 183 \ 02.16.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ PB Simmental

HOOK’S BOZEMAN 8B
SIRE: MR SR 71 RIGHT NOW E1538
MISS SR C1538
DAM: DOST SPOTLIGHT 183

ZKCC CHOPPER 844U
DOST SUPER STAR

This purebred simmental bull sired by Right Now is unique in his design. It’s
tough find a purebred bull with this much power and substance combine in a
smooth and complete package. He carries his power all the way to the ground as he
travels on a big bone and foot. Take time to study his pedigree, with Chopper and
Star Power coming in on the dam’s side, this bull has a desirable birth weight without sacrificing performance. If you have an Angus based cow herd and are looking
to raise some half blood simmental replacement females, this is your bull.
BW: 79 lbs.; AWW: 762 lbs.

(70)
(71)
(70)

DOST FULL FORCE 9J
ID: 9 \ 03.14.2021 \ Polled \ R/W \ Polled Hereford

H WCC/WB 688 WYRANO 9500 ET
SIRE: H/TSR/CHEZ FULL THROTTLE
R SWEET RED WINE 039
DAM: TEH MISS BELLE

UPS KOOTENAY 3228 1ET
RRR PANDORA 671ET

This Polled Hereford bull will work for a commercial or purebred breeder. You
have to appreciate how complete and smooth made this bull is. Yet, he still has plenty muscle shape and dimension from behind. On the move, this bull gets out and
travels with ease. His dam produces a good one year after year for us. With her
maternal genetics matched with Full Throttles power, this bull will sire calves that
you will be able to market as feeders or replacements.
BW: 81 lbs.; AWW: 773 lbs.

(71)

DOST PAYDAY 182J
ID: 182 \ 03.16.2021 \ Polled \ Black \ 50% Sim & 50% Angus

SIRE: W/C BANKROLL 811D

DAM: EDLE FOREVER LADY 656D

W/C LOADED UP 1119Y
MISS WERNING KP 8543U
PLAINVIEW LUTTON E102
RCL FOREVER LADY 042

This Bankroll son is a full sib to our 12 bull and he is built a lot like him just a
little younger. You have to admire the added extension this bull carries up through
his front end, but is still soft made with plenty of rib shape. Just like his brother, he
gets out and moves freely off of both ends. With an adjusted weaning weigh of 779
pounds, this bull will add that extra look to your calves without sacrificing any
growth and performance. Be sure to find him on sale day.
BW: 88 lbs.; AWW: 779 lbs.
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